Exploring transcription factor binding properties of several non-coding DNA sequence elements in the human NF-IL6 gene.
We examined several DNA segments upstream of the transcription start site of the human NF-IL6 gene to evaluate the predictions of two computational models developed to identify potential regulatory elements in the non-coding regions of genes. One model, comparative genomics, is based on the hypothesis that functional regulatory sequences can be localized in alignments of genomic DNA from several species. The other model is based on the hypothesis that protein-binding sites in genomic DNA may include sequence elements that occur frequently in proximal promoters of genes. The segments selected for DNA binding and functional evaluations included: (1) two conserved regions identified in multi-species sequence alignments; (2) a region containing several localized hits with 9-mers that ranked highly in studies of proximal promoters of human genes; and (3) two regions that were either GC-rich and/or contained tracts of G. The assays were done under nearly identical experimental conditions, using a cell line (U937) representing human monocytes/macrophages. The experiments also aimed at evaluating what effect, if any, cellular stimulation could have on the interactions of nuclear proteins with naturally occurring GC-rich elements in a human genomic DNA. In DNA binding assays, several complexes were formed with the conserved regions identified in multi-species sequence alignment. Furthermore, these regions were active in functional assays. The region containing several matches with 9-mers derived from proximal promoters of human genes was not conserved but formed several complexes with nuclear proteins including Sp1, Egr-1, and an unidentified protein. In addition, this region was active in functional assays and responded to cellular stimulations. Overall, the results of the assays suggest an important role for the sequence context of genomic DNA in protein binding and selection.